Band Camp Checklist

☐ A positive attitude

☐ Sun Block

☐ Baseball Cap, Hat, and/or Sunglasses

☐ Poncho/Rain Gear

☐ Water Jug or Bottle Although we will have plenty of water, we ask that you bring your own bottle to cut down on cost and waste.

☐ Sneakers! - No sandals, boots, or other foot gear.

☐ Sweatshirt

☐ White T-shirt

☐ Agenda/Date Book This is essential in keeping your schedule updated and balanced with your school work. You will be getting one of these the first day of school if you wish to wait.

☐ Three Ring Binder with clear plastic slip sheets (Mandatory) This is for your music, drill charts, warm up exercises and any other hand outs you may get. You need to have this with you at all times.

☐ Name Tags - This will be given to you at the first day of camp. You must have it with you during all rehearsals

☐ Don’t Forget! - To bring your smiles and great attitude and to be ready to have a great time and season.

WITH PRIDE!!!